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ABSTRACT 

Our planet is experiencing the Anthropocene extinction, otherwise known as the sixth mass 

extinction, caused by humans. Species of plants and animals are dying off at an alarming rate. 

Amphibians are among the hardest hit by this crisis. At least 2,000 amphibian species worldwide 

are in danger of extinction and 40% are threatened by disease, pesticides, pollution, roadkill, and 

habitat destruction (Woodward, 2019). Here at Lexington Reservoir County Park in Santa Clara 

County, California, USA, collisions with motor vehicles on a four-mile stretch of road threatens 

the long-term survival of two species of newt:  the California newt (Taricha torosa) and the 

rough-skinned newt (T. granulosa).  Alma Bridge Road, which runs alongside the reservoir, 

transects the path of newts on their yearly migration from woodland habitat to breeding sites, 

thus posing lethal danger to these slow-moving creatures. While huge budgets are allocated for 

the construction and maintenance of roads, little if anything is set aside for protecting animals 

that are endangered by the roads. Our team has collected roadkill data at Lexington for four 

migration seasons and documented over 15,580 newt roadkill events. These data demonstrate the 

need for immediate conservation action to protect these vulnerable newt populations.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Pacific newt road mortality is particularly severe at Lexington Reservoir due to nearby residential 

expansion as well as the park’s popularity for hiking, biking, fishing, and boating. Biologists have 

known about these vehicle-caused road mortalities for many years, but no funding has been made 

available to quantify and address the problem. 

 

Pacific newts at Lexington Reservoir are disproportionately affected by vehicle collisions 

compared to other wildlife (see Roadkill of Other Species section) because they migrate en 

masse to vernal pools for breeding. During the migration season, there may be hundreds or even 

thousands of newts moving toward the same breeding sites.  

 

Background 
In November 2017, while working as a Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District (Midpen) 

trail patrol volunteer, I was shocked to find 42 dead newts on a short section of Alma Bridge 

Road between two trailheads. I wondered how far the carnage extended, so one day in January 

2018, I walked a 1.7-mile section of road and was horrified and sickened to find 417 newt 

carcasses. Thinking that no one would believe this huge number of deaths without proof, I 

started documenting the roadkill by taking photos and uploading them to the iNaturalist database. 

The following migration season (2018–2019), I decided to conduct a methodical survey to 

document the full extent of damage for the entire migration season. From the very beginning, 

I’ve felt as though I’ve been witnessing the annihilation of two populations of newts (Taricha 

torosa and T. granulosa). Over time, other volunteers joined the effort. Our findings have been 

communicated to multiple local and state agencies. In an effort to bring community awareness to 

this problem, our team has published several articles (see Community Education section). As of 

the date of this report, no mitigations have been put in place to protect the newts. 

 

  

https://www.businessinsider.com/frogs-amphibians-dying-6th-mass-extinction-photos-2019-6
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Our Volunteer Team 
Volunteering for this project requires a huge amount of effort and commitment. Surveys are 

conducted biweekly for the entire 5–6-month migration season. Surveys can last anywhere from 

1.5 to 4 hours or more. Photographing thousands upon thousands of bloody animal carcasses is 

grisly work. It takes place during the rainy season, so volunteers are often called upon to survey 

during pouring rain and howling winds on this dangerous, winding, mountain road. Not many 

people are up to the task or willing to commit this much time and effort to the cause. Our 

volunteers are true heroes: 

 

Merav Vonshak, Ph.D. (team leader), Robin Agarwal, Joe Band, Sandy Bartlett, Cynthia 

Clark, Karan Gathani, Cynthia R. Greaves, Ross Heitkamp Anne Parsons, Hector Valtierra, 

and Stacie Wolny 

 
Merav Vonshak Ph.D. deserves special recognition for the phenomenal amount of work she's 

accomplished on the carcass persistence study and routine surveys, training, collaborating with 

partners, developing a web site, and leading the team. She has documented 6,028 Pacific newts 

in iNaturalist and conducted an astounding 108 surveys over three migration seasons.  

 

Acknowledgments 
We are deeply grateful to Dr. Shani Kleinhaus, Santa Clara Valley Audubon Society, for her 

wisdom, compassion, support, expertise, and tireless advocacy for all animals. Her exceptional 

negotiating skills and knowledge of the system and how to work it have been priceless assets to 

our team. Dr. Kleinhaus spent countless overtime hours working her magic to bring attention to 

the plight of the newts.  

 

Heartfelt thanks to Dr. Fraser Shilling, UC Davis Road Ecology Center, for doing everything in 

his power to secure grants from the Wildlife Conservation Board to help the newts. His love for 

animals and his efforts to protect them are truly inspiring. His knowledge and expertise in road 

ecology are critical to finding solutions to protect the newts.  

 

Thank you both for all you do to make the world a better place. 
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Pacific Newts 
Pacific newts encompass four species of salamanders in the genus Taricha (T. torosa, T. 

granulosa, T. rivularis and T. sierrae). The two relevant to this project are T. torosa (California 

newt) and T. granulosa (rough-skinned newt). They are born in water and live on land after 

metamorphosis. They metamorphose within months and leave the pools, many of which dry up 

in the summer. They spend most of their lives in upland forest habitats where they live through 

the non-breeding seasons. With the first seasonal rains, adults migrate en masse from their 

woodland habitat to local bodies of water (vernal pools) to reproduce.  

 

Juveniles cross the road in the opposite direction of adults. In other words, when the rainy season 

starts, juveniles emigrate away from the reservoir to the highlands while the adults are migrating 

from the highlands toward the vernal pools and reservoir (Petrovan, et. al., 2019). 

 

The newt migration at Lexington Reservoir typically begins with the first rains in November and 

extends for the full rainy season, ending in April or May. The journey is treacherous because 

adults must cross the road twice – once when they’re migrating toward the reservoir and again 

when they return to their upland habitat. Lexington newts are known to breed in Limekiln Creek, 

Soda Springs Creek, the Lexington Reservoir itself, numerous roadside vernal ponds, and at least 

one old water cistern (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Pacific newts breeding in an old water cistern 

   

 

 

Pacific newts are mostly nocturnal but can sometimes be seen during the daytime. They can live 

for more than 30 years (Lohan, 2020) and grow to a length of eight inches. There are two species 

of Pacific newt in the Lexington Reservoir area: California newts (Taricha torosa) and rough-

skinned newts (T. granulosa). These two species are very similar in appearance (Figure 2). Both 

have a bumpy brown, black, or slate upper body and bright orange or yellow underparts. Neither 

of these species has special protection in Santa Clara County (SCC). The California newt is only 

listed as a California Species of Special Concern in the southern part of its range (Monterey 

County and south), which does not include SCC. 

 

Rough-skinned newts are the most poisonous amphibians in California. The poison they produce 

is similar to that of the puffer fish (a tetrodotoxin). Interestingly, California newts are about 1/10 

as poisonous. Both species can be lethal to humans if ingested. 

  

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0006320718316306
https://therevelator.org/california-newt-climate/
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Figure 2. Two Species of Pacific Newt (Taricha) 

  

Taricha torosa (© Anne Parsons) Taricha granulosa (© Anne Parsons) 

 

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics that differentiate T. torosa from T. granulosa 

(CaliforniaHerps.com). 

 

Table 1. How to Differentiate California Newts from Rough-skinned Newts 

Characteristic California Newt (T. torosa) Rough-skinned Newt (T. granulosa) 

Eyes When viewed from above, the 

eyes are larger and extend 

past the margin of the head 

Eyes are smaller, do not extend 

beyond the margin of the head 

Lower eyelid, upper lip Light in color Dark in color 

Defensive posture (unken 

reflex) 

Do not curl the tail over the 

body and often hold it straight 

out 

Curl the tail over the body and often 

curl the tip of the tail 

Shape of head U-shaped V-shaped 

Skin color Generally lighter; brown 

upper body, orange, or 

yellowish-orange underside 

Generally darker; underside can be a 

deep orange; sharper contrast between 

the color of underside and upper body 

 

 

Only about 4% (582) of newt roadkill at Lexington Reservoir can be identified to species level 

because the carcasses are usually too smashed or desiccated to clearly see the identifying 

characteristics. Of those that can be identified, 73% (426) are T. torosa and 27% (156) are T. 

granulosa.  

 

If a Pacific newt feels threatened, it exhibits the “unken reflex” (Figure 3) where it raises its head 

and tail into the air to expose its bright underside colors as a warning to predators. Many of the 

http://www.californiaherps.com/identification/salamandersid/newts.html
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newts killed on Alma Bridge Road exhibit the unken reflex, which means they were fully aware 

of the danger before they died. They were literally staring death in the face. 

 

 

Figure 3. The Unken Reflex 

  

T. torosa (© Stacie Wolny) T. granulosa (© Merav Vonshak) 

 

 

Importance of Salamanders in a Healthy Ecosystem 
 

The shear density and diversity of salamanders make them a vital link in the forest and aquatic 

food chains. Newts eat small invertebrates such as worms, spiders, snails, slugs, beetles and 

other insects, as well as insect eggs and amphibian larvae. By eating tons of insects, they help 

keep carbon locked in leaves and prevent it from entering the atmosphere, thus playing an 

important role in reducing global warming. (Caswell, Fong, Resnick, 2016). 

 

Newt predators include garter snakes, mosquitofish, and red swamp crayfish. According to Dr. 

Greg Pauly, Curator of Herpetology, Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County, 

"Raccoons, skunks, otters, crows, and ravens are all known predators of newts. While garter 

snakes swallow newts whole and therefore get exposed to the full dose of toxins (which of 

course is highly variable across species and populations within species), these bird and mammal 

predators tend to slit the animals up the belly and then eat the muscle tissue inside, often pulling 

limbs out. This leaves behind most of the organs and the skin with some or all of the limbs 

turned inside-out." (Pauly, 2019) 

 

According to Gail Seymour, retired Sr. Environmental Scientist, CA Dept. Fish and Wildlife, 

“Newts are an aquatic indicator species. The health of the population can indicate the health of 

other aquatic species and, more broadly, the health of a watershed.” 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cnrSa18-onc
https://www.inaturalist.org/observations/19649066
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Research Objective 
This project has been ongoing since November 2017 for three full migration seasons and one 

partial season (2017–2018). The objective of our research is to quantify road mortality of Pacific 

newts (genus Taricha) and other animals on Alma Bridge Road at Lexington Reservoir during 

newt migrations in an effort to persuade the Santa Clara County Roads Department to implement 

effective mitigating measures to reduce the massive newt mortality. To address this objective, we 

answered the following research questions: 

 

Research Questions: 
RQ1: How many newts are dying on Alma Bridge Road due to vehicle collisions? 

RQ2: How many live newts have been observed? 

RQ3: What other creatures are killed by vehicle collisions on Alma Bridge Road? 

RQ4: When does newt migration begin at Lexington Reservoir? When does it end? 

RQ5: Does the amount of rainfall determine how many newts are found dead on the road the 

following day? How do temperature and humidity affect newt migration? 

RQ6: How long do the newt carcasses remain on the road? 

 

 

METHODS 

Training 
Merav Vonshak, Ph.D. conducted on-site training sessions with new volunteers. Stacie Wolny 

wrote our “Newt Patrol Tutorial” that gives detailed step-by-step instructions for how to conduct 

the surveys and upload data to iNaturalist. (Wolny, 2019). 

 

Study Site 
Early surveys showed a heavy death toll on the east side of Lexington Reservoir and little to no 

roadkill on the west side between Highway 17 and the reservoir, so we focused our efforts on the 

east side. We selected a 4.1-mile section of Alma Bridge Road, which runs the full length of 

Lexington Reservoir, as the focus of our study.  

 

Figure 4 clearly shows that newt roadkill occurs along the entire length of Alma Bridge Road on 

the east side of the reservoir. Each red marker represents one or more dead newts found between 

November 2017 and May 2021. 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/111Jdrnt_juRG6UP6TbQpVvRSOSrtd_6A/view
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Figure 4. Pacific Newt Roadkill Study Area - Lexington Reservoir County Park 

Each red marker represents one or more dead newts (November 2017 – May 2021). 
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Figure 5 is a magnified view of Limekiln Canyon where the newt mortality rate is extremely 

high. There are also roadkill hot spots all along Alma Bridge Road where streams and rivulets 

flow down from the mountains. H.T. Harvey & Associates produced a heat map from our 2018–

2019 data that shows several areas of extremely high mortality. See Figure 1 in the “Board 

Report – Newt Population and Mortality Study” (Andersen, J., 2020). 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Extremely High Newt Mortality - Limekiln Canyon 

Each red marker represents one or more dead newts (November 2017 – May 2021). 

 

Weather Station 
There is no weather station at Lexington Reservoir, so we had to use data from a nearby station. 

We chose the Weather Cat station in nearby Santa Cruz because it reports rainfall and 

temperatures in a format that is easy to import into Microsoft Excel for analysis.  

 

Data Storage and Management 
We used iNaturalist to store and manage our data. iNaturalist is a joint initiative by the California 

Academy of Sciences and the National Geographic Society that allows members to upload and 

share photos of nature observations and connect with a large community of scientists and 

naturalists who can verify the data and certify it as research quality. 

 

Using iNaturalist, we created what is called an “umbrella project” that contains many subprojects 

focusing on different aspects of the roadkill issue (e.g., newt roadkill for each migration season, 

juvenile deaths, live & injured newts, decomposition data, and carcass persistence data). Here is 

https://www.openspace.org/sites/default/files/20200923_Agmt_NewtMortalityPopulationStudyAlmaBridgeRd_R-20-104.pdf
https://www.openspace.org/sites/default/files/20200923_Agmt_NewtMortalityPopulationStudyAlmaBridgeRd_R-20-104.pdf
https://www.openspace.org/sites/default/files/20200923_Agmt_NewtMortalityPopulationStudyAlmaBridgeRd_R-20-104.pdf
http://www.weathercat.net/
https://www.calacademy.org/
https://www.calacademy.org/
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/
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the link to our main project. All subprojects can be accessed from here: Pacific Newt Roadkill 

(Main Project)- Lexington Reservoir · iNaturalist. 

 

Surveys & Data Collection 
Surveys were conducted mostly biweekly along the entire length (4.1 miles) of Alma Bridge 

Road from St. Joseph’s Hill Open Space Preserve (OSP) to Aldercroft Road. Both sides of the 

road were surveyed, making the total walking distance 8.2 miles. Starting with the 2019–2020 

season, when more volunteers were available, surveys were split into north (1.7-mile) and south 

(2.4-mile) sections.  

 

During surveys, team members photographed each dead newt and collected GPS coordinates 

using a built-in camera feature or a separate cellphone application. Newts were then removed 

from the road. 

 

Note 1: We’ve found that GPS is sometimes glitchy in the mountains and therefore some 

GPS coordinates embedded in the photos’ metadata may be offset from the actual 

location, causing markers in iNaturalist to appear in the reservoir, the hills, or on the 

wrong side of the reservoir. GPS accuracy depends on the type (smartphone GPS or 

standalone satellite GPS) and it falters in canyons when it doesn’t have a clear view of at 

least three satellites in the sky. See Quora for more information. We dealt with these 

discrepancies by moving each discrepant marker in iNaturalist to the road, which usually 

meant adjusting only the longitude setting. Even with some individual uncertainty, the 

overall patterns are strong and hotspots are consistent. 
 

Note 2: It is illegal to remove dead animals from the road in California (CDFW, 2017). 

On December 20, 2019 we received written permission from the California Department 

of Fish & Wildlife to remove the newt carcasses from the road. Prior to that, we had to 

compare all decomposed bodies with prior surveys to ensure no duplicates were added to 

the database, which was an extremely tedious and time-consuming activity, but it allowed 

us to collect decomposition data, which shows how newts decompose over time in both 

wet and dry conditions. (Pacific Newts (Decomp Study) - Lexington Reservoir · 

iNaturalist)  

 

For our study, we counted motor vehicles (cars, trucks, motorcycles), bicycles, and foot traffic 

during each survey. These counts were documented in the field notes. 

 

Starting in January 2018, roadkill events of other species found on Alma Bridge Road were 

recorded in a separate iNaturalist project (Other Roadkill - Lexington Reservoir · iNaturalist). 

 

After each survey, the geo-referenced and time-stamped photographs were uploaded to 

iNaturalist and annotated with appropriate tags and comments. In addition, field notes were 

written in the project journal for each survey.  Field notes include survey date, start time, end 

time, coverage (north or south section or both), traffic, and other appropriate notes, such as 

communications with park visitors. 

 

https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/pacific-newt-roadkill-main-project-lexington-reservoir
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/pacific-newt-roadkill-main-project-lexington-reservoir
https://www.quora.com/Why-does-GPS-navigation-not-work-in-the-mountains
https://www.dfg.ca.gov/wildlife/nongame/research_permit/scp/salvg_issues.html
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/pacific-newts-decomp-study-lexington-reservoir
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/pacific-newts-decomp-study-lexington-reservoir
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/other-roadkill-lexington-reservoir
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Other researchers have recorded the direction of travel for migrating newts. We have found that 

for road-killed newts, the direction of travel is too often indeterminate or misleading since 

collision with vehicles alters their path. Also, others who have collected directional data reveal 

that newts move in all directions while foraging on the road (Claggett, 1989, p.76). Therefore, 

we do not record the direction of travel.  

 

Table 2 lists the number of hours our team of volunteers have spent on this project. Hours 

include: time in the field, uploading and annotating data in iNaturalist, writing field notes, and 

data review and analysis.  

 

Table 2. Volunteer Metrics by Season 

Migration Season Surveys1 Hours 
Miles 

Walked 
Newt 

Roadkill 
Other 

Roadkill 

2017–2018 5 10 6.4 471 2 

2018–2019 52 225 178.4 4,893 67 

2019–2020 51 310 215.0 5,279 200 

May–Oct 20202 24 36 196.8 -- 167 

2020–2021 84 435 365.6 4,939 384 

TOTALS: 216 1,016 962.2 15,581 820 

1. Surveys for the carcass persistence study conducted by Dr. Vonshak are not included in this chart. 

They will be recorded in a separate paper. 

2. Dr. Vonshak continued monitoring other roadkill after the newt migration season ended in 2020. 

 

In addition to the above metrics, a significant amount of work went into reviewing the 

observations submitted by volunteers to verify the genus (and species, when possible) and ensure 

that annotations were accurate and complete and no duplicates were added to the iNaturalist 

database. Also, relevant data (such as juvenile measurements, traffic data, rainfall, humidity, and 

temperatures) were recorded in Excel to create the graphs and charts for this report. 

  

 

  

https://nature.berkeley.edu/classes/es196/projects/1989final/ClaggettP_1989.pdf
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POPULATION STUDY 

During the 2020–2021 migration season, H. T. Harvey & Associates (HTH) conducted a 

population study from mid-November 2020 through March 31, 2021, in collaboration with 

Peninsula Open Space Trust (POST) and Midpeninsula Regional Open Space District (Midpen).  

 

This study was prompted by Santa Clara County Roads, Parks, & Water departments who stated 

that "further study is needed to better understand the issues..." 

 

The study objectives were as follows: 

"The planned newt population and mortality study will estimate the number of adult newts 

attempting to cross Alma Bridge Road to breed in Lexington Reservoir and the percentage 

that are killed by vehicular strikes during a single breeding season. The data will be 

analyzed through a model to characterize this percentage relative to long-term impacts on 

the local newt population... The report will also provide daily levels of vehicular traffic and 

how these levels compare with levels of newt movement. " (Andersen, J., 2020) 

 

Reference: The HTH study protocol is considered proprietary. However, their public-

facing Request for Funding memo includes some planning information and a heat map of the 

study area marking the 6 arrays. 

 
Study Array #1: Extremely High Mortality (near Limekiln trailhead) 

Study Array #2: Very High Mortality (between Limekiln and Priest Rock trailheads) 

Study Array #3: Very High Mortality (bay south of Los Gatos Rowing Club) 

Study Array #4: Medium High Mortality (south of Douglas B. Miller Memorial Point) 

Study Array #5: Low Mortality (before 1st stop sign) 

Study Array #6: Very High Mortality (southeast of Soda Springs Rd.) 

 

Originally, the HTH study boundaries encompassed six 200 ft. sections of road (1200 ft. = 0.23 

mile), which HTH categorized based on our data for the 2018–2019 season. In December 2020, 

HTH decided to extend the perimeter of their study by 50 ft. on each side of the six pitfall traps, 

expanding their study area to (1800 ft. = 0.34 mile). Daily field operations were led by a 

biologist from one of the above agencies paired with volunteers. 

 

Dr. Vonshak coordinated efforts between our team and the HTH team. HTH committed to share 

photos of all dead newts found within their study boundaries so that we can compare total 

roadkill data at Lexington Reservoir with previous seasons. We created a subproject for storing 

the HTH photos of dead newts found within their study boundaries: Pacific Newts (Population 

Study, 2020-2021) - Lexington Reservoir · iNaturalist. 

 

When our team found a dead newt within the HTH study boundaries, the newt was photographed 

but left in place. The photo was added to both the HTH population study project in iNaturalist  

and to our 2020–2021 project (Pacific Newts (Roadkill, 2020-2021) - Lexington Reservoir · 

iNaturalist), since the latter is a running total of all newt roadkill on Alma Bridge Road for the 

2020–2021 migration season. Duplicates were not added to the projects. 

 

Meanwhile, as this population study was being conducted, more than 4,900 newts were killed on 

Alma Bridge Road. 

https://www.openspace.org/sites/default/files/20200923_Agmt_NewtMortalityPopulationStudyAlmaBridgeRd_R-20-104.pdf
https://www.openspace.org/sites/default/files/20200923_Agmt_NewtMortalityPopulationStudyAlmaBridgeRd_R-20-104.pdf
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/pacific-newts-population-study-2020-2021-lexington-reservoir
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/pacific-newts-population-study-2020-2021-lexington-reservoir
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/pacific-newts-roadkill-2020-2021-lexington-reservoir-f5033b15-cd3e-4729-90e6-1cb52825880c
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/pacific-newts-roadkill-2020-2021-lexington-reservoir-f5033b15-cd3e-4729-90e6-1cb52825880c
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Figure 6 shows the number of dead newts recorded by the HTH population study team as a 

subset of the total death count. The population study constituted 15.5% of the total road-killed 

newts for the 2020–2021 migration season.  

 

 

Figure 6. Pacific Newt Roadkill (2020-2021): Population Study - % of Total Mortality 

 

Note that 35 (4%) of the 801 dead newts found within the HTH Population Study boundaries 

were reported by our team (NP), but not by the HTH team, while 19 (2%) were found and 

reported by both teams. 

 

Why weren’t all dead newts found by both teams?  Possible reasons might be: 

• The HTH team surveyed the road at about the same time every morning, while the Newt Patrol 

(NP) team surveyed the road mostly bi-weekly at different times of the day, depending on 

volunteer availability.  

• In most cases, the HTH team found and cleared the dead newts before the NP team performed 

their surveys. 

• Some observers might have been more experienced and astute at spotting dead newts on the road. 

• Also, as Dr. Vonshak’s carcass persistence study will show, newt carcasses disappear from the 

road at very high rates both within a single day and over the course of several days. 
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ANALYSIS 

Microsoft Excel was used for descriptive statistics and charting. Regression analysis was used to 

test the relationship between newt mortality and the amount of precipitation within 24 and 48 

hours. Regression analysis was also used to test the relationship between newt mortality and 

temperature and humidity. iNaturalist was used for storing, sorting, and selecting data and for 

metrics such as roadkill counts. AmphibiaWeb was used to determine the average size of 

juvenile and adult newts. ImageJ software, developed by the National Institutes of Health for 

complex image processing, was used to calculate the snout-to-vent length of newts in photos. 

 

Pacific Newt Roadkill at Lexington Reservoir 
Figure 7 shows the massive amount of Pacific newt roadkill that has occurred over our four-

season study period. Total newt roadkill for the 2020–2021 season includes observations from 

the H.T. Harvey & Associates population study that they shared with us. According to Dr. Fraser 

Shilling, UC Davis Road Ecology Center, “the rate/density of mortality on this road is the 

second highest ever reported in the entire world.” (Shilling, 27 Sept 2020, private 

communication). 

 

 

Figure 7. Pacific Newt Roadkill at Lexington Reservoir by Migration Season 

https://www.inaturalist.org/
https://amphibiaweb.org/cgi/amphib_query?where-genus=Taricha&where-species=torosa&account=amphibiaweb
https://imagej.net/ImageJ
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The H.T. Harvey population study introduced some error into our counts for this season. Since 

they placed pitfall traps on the reservoir side of the road and released the trapped newts safely on 

the other side of the road, the natural migration of newts back to the highlands was interrupted. 

How many of these rescued newts would have been otherwise killed on the road? We don’t 

know. 

 

Nineteen (19) newts were found injured on the road (Pacific Newts (Injured) - Lexington 

Reservoir · iNaturalist). All of the injuries looked fatal, so they were added to the total death 

count. It was especially agonizing to see these creatures suffer. 

 

Here are the links to the subprojects for each migration season: 

Pacific Newts (Roadkill, 2017-2018) - Lexington Reservoir · iNaturalist 

Pacific Newts (Roadkill, 2018-2019) - Lexington Reservoir · iNaturalist 

Pacific Newts (Roadkill, 2019-2020) - Lexington Reservoir · iNaturalist 

Pacific Newts (Roadkill, 2020-2021) - Lexington Reservoir · iNaturalist 

 

When does Pacific Newt Migration Begin and End at Lexington Reservoir? 
Many factors trigger salamander migration, including the amount and timing of rainfall, soil 

moisture, air and ground temperatures, the amount of water in vernal pools, and the distance 

the salamanders are migrating (Mitchell, 2015). 

 
Although a review of the literature did not find any studies that document the specific triggers for 

Pacific newt (Taricha) migration, according to researchers, the related Santa Cruz Long-toed 

Salamanders (Ambystoma macrodactylum) begin migrating when seasonal rainfall exceeds 10.7 

cm (4.2 in), with continued rainfall needed to sustain the migration (Hobbs, 2013).  

 

Our data show that much less rain is needed to trigger Pacific newt migrations, as shown in 

Table 3, and continuous rainfall is not needed to sustain the migration. 

 

Table 3. Cumulative Rainfall at Start of Migration 

Migration Season Start of Migration Cumulative 

Rainfall 

2017–2018 November 12 1.02 inches 

2018–2019 November 25 1.61 inches 

2019–2020 November 27 1.49 inches 

2020–2021 November 18 0.91 inches 

 

  

https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/pacific-newts-injured-lexington-reservoir
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/pacific-newts-injured-lexington-reservoir
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/pacific-newts-roadkill-2017-2018-lexington-reservoir
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/pacific-newts-roadkill-2018-2019-lexington-reservoir
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/pacific-newts-roadkill-2019-2020-lexington-reservoir
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/pacific-newts-roadkill-2020-2021-lexington-reservoir-f5033b15-cd3e-4729-90e6-1cb52825880c
http://www.conservewildlifenj.org/blog/2015/03/20/road-closed-salamander-crossing/
https://phinizycenter.org/frozen/
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Each season we began looking for newt roadkill in early November. The first day we found dead 

newts on the road is the date we identified as the start of migration. The arrows in Figure 8 show 

the start date of migration for each of the four migration seasons we studied.  

 

The 2020–2021 rainy season started earlier than the previous two seasons and many more newts 

were found dead on the road (DOR) during November this season. 

 

 

Figure 8. Start of Migration Based on Pacific Newt Mortality in November 

Arrows indicate the migration start date for each season. 

 

When the breeding phase is over, females are the first to return to their upland habitat, followed 

by the males. However, some adults might remain in the pools for a few more months to feed. 

Since the return migration is more sporadic and less weather-dependent than migration to the 

vernal pools, it is much harder to protect the newts as they make their way back to the forest.  
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Figure 9 shows Pacific newt mortality during the months of April and May at Lexington 

Reservoir for three seasons (we did not collect data for this metric in 2017–2018). Arrows mark 

the last date newts were found dead on the road, indicating the end of migration. Perhaps the 

surveys were ended too abruptly for the 2018-2019 season. However, only two volunteers were 

conducting surveys that season, and they were fatigued from more than five months of work. 

 

 

Figure 9. End of Migration Based on Pacific Newt Mortality in April–May 

Arrows indicate the actual date migration ended. 

 

Juvenile Newt Roadkill 
In January 2019, we became aware of the importance of juveniles in population dynamics, so we 

created a subproject for juveniles in iNaturalist (Pacific Newts (Dead Juveniles) - Lexington 

Reservoir · iNaturalist) and started measuring them. When a ruler or other item of known size 

(e.g., post-it-note, coin, finger, or flag) is captured in the photo, ImageJ software can be used to 

get an accurate measurement of the dead newt. The item of known size is entered as the 

reference object, and then a segmented line can be drawn along the newt’s body from snout to 

vent. ImageJ then compares the two and calculates the snout-to-vent length (SVL). The smallest 

measurable newt in this study was 17.9 mm (0.7 in). 

 

https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/pacific-newts-dead-juveniles-lexington-reservoir
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/pacific-newts-dead-juveniles-lexington-reservoir
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It can be very difficult to identify a juvenile newt on the road because they’re so tiny and hard to 

see, especially when they’re smashed or the road is wet, so some might have been missed, 

especially in the first two seasons.  

 

Having measurements for all road-killed newts can give us important information. For example, 

if over time the adults start to get smaller, it might mean the larger, healthier breeders are 

becoming less and less common because more of them are being killed on the road. If we start to 

see more juveniles, it might mean the reproductive portion of the population is decreasing. 

 

Juvenile carcasses (Figure 10) don't stay on the road for long. One study found that 80% of the 

smaller bodied amphibian carcasses were gone from the road within 24 hours. "... the 

combination of small, soft-bodied amphibians with warm, wet surfaces results in rapid carcass 

destruction, removal by scavengers or decomposition and thus leaves very little evidence of road 

mortality events.” (Santos et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2018). 

 

Figure 10. Examples of Juvenile Newt Roadkill 

  

(© Merav Vonshak) (© Merav Vonshak) 

 

According to Lannoo (2005), the smallest recorded reproductive adult is 50 mm (2 in) in snout-

to-vent length (SVL), though there is some variation. Average adult size is 6.9–8.7 cm (2.7–3.4 

in) SVL.  The tail length is approximately the same as the SVL, so the total length of the smallest 

reproductive adult is about 10 cm (4 in). The largest adults can be up to 20 cm (8 in). 

 

Based on the above information, we used a 50 mm (2 in) cutoff for categorizing juvenile newt 

roadkill. We annotated them in iNaturalist using the “Life Stage” field and recorded the snout-to-

vent length in millimeters using the SVL field, and then added them to the dead juveniles project. 

 

It is optional for volunteers to use a ruler when taking newt photos, because any extra time spent 

on the road is hazardous. When a ruler or other known unit of measure is available in the 

photograph, we used the ImageJ software to calculate the SVL. This tool was essential for 
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calculating accurate SVL measurements, since the road-killed carcasses are often curled, which 

makes them difficult to measure using a straight-edge ruler.  

Some conservationists have found that amphibian population viability is not particularly 

sensitive to adult survival, therefore mitigations directed towards juveniles have a stronger effect 

on population viability than those that improve adult survival. Petrovan, et al. stated: "We 

conclude from the review of amphibian population models that there is substantial evidence that 

the fate of juveniles is critical and represents in many instances the driving factor for amphibian 

population dynamics...” (Petrovan, et. al., 2019, p 254) 

Figure 11 shows both juvenile and sub-adult newt mortality by newt size and migration season. 

“SVL Not Recorded” means either there was no reference object of known size in the photo, or 

the newt was too mangled to get an accurate measurement, but the observer was certain it was a 

juvenile. The “SVL Not Recorded” events for both juveniles and subadults are collated in this 

chart. 

 

Figure 11. Juvenile & Subadult Newt Mortality by Season & Newt Size 

 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0006320718316306
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Figure 12 shows the number of juveniles killed on Alma Bridge Road during three migration 

seasons. (We did not collect data on juveniles during the 2017–2018 season.) More juveniles are 

killed in December than any other month. One explanation for this pattern might be that 

juveniles begin to disperse from the reservoir in late fall with the first rains, though more studies 

are needed to better understand this phenomenon. 

 

 

Figure 12. Juvenile Pacific Newt Mortality by Migration Season 
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Figure 13 shows the percentage of documented juvenile versus adult newts killed during three 

migration seasons. There has been a significant increase in the number of juveniles killed on 

Alma Bridge Road over the past two years. Possible reasons for this increase, which require 

further research, are as follows: 

• Subjective factors, such as observer training. Some volunteers are more astute at spotting 

these tiny amphibians on the road. 

• Timing of surveys or weather conditions might be factors. One study found that 80% of 

the smaller bodied amphibian carcasses were gone from the road within 24 hours. (Santos 

et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2018). If surveys are only conducted bi-weekly, some juveniles 

might be missed. 

• Perhaps the population is in decline, so juvenile deaths make up a higher percentage of 

the total roadkill count. 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Juvenile Pacific Newt Roadkill - % of Total 
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Figure 14 shows juvenile newt mortality in the north versus south section of Alma Bridge Road. 

Roadkill is more severe in the northern half of our study area, which is primarily recreational, 

compared to the southern half, which is primarily residential. (See the Who uses Alma Bridge 
Road? section of this report for more information about the recreational versus residential 

dichotomy.) 

 

 

Figure 14. Juvenile Pacific Newt Roadkill - North vs South Section 

 

Live Newts Observed at Lexington  
Since Pacific newts are mostly nocturnal, it’s unusual to find them walking around during 

daylight hours. However, our team, along with other members of the iNaturalist community, 

have reported 164 live newts both on and off the road in the Lexington Reservoir area between 

February 2016 and May 2021. Compare this with the more than 15,581 dead newts documented 

by our team: 1% of all newts were found alive; 99% were found dead. Here is a link to the live 

newt project: Pacific Newts (Alive) - Lexington Reservoir · iNaturalist 

 

Table 4. Live Newts by Season 

Migration Season Count 

2016–2017 10 

2017–2018 18 

2018–2019 62 

2019–2020 33 

2020–2021 41 

TOTAL 164 

https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/pacific-newts-alive-lexington-reservoir
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How Rainfall Affects Pacific Newt Migrations 
Figure 15 shows the number of newts killed on Alma Bridge Road at Lexington Reservoir next 

to a chart of the cumulative number of inches of rainfall for the four seasons we've been 

collecting data.  

 

 

Figure 15. Pacific Newt Roadkill and Cumulative YTD Rainfall 

 

Notice the year-to-date (YTD) rainfall for this season (2020–2021, blue, 11.67 inches) is 

significantly lower than for the previous three migration seasons. Yet the roadkill count for this 

season is roughly the same as for the 2018–2019 season during which there was more than twice 

as much rain (24.92 inches). 

 

 

Correlation of Newt Mortality and Rainfall Quantity 
 
Other researchers have found a positive correlation between the amount of rainfall and number 

of dead amphibians on the road (Anderson, T. 2020; Claggett, 1989, p. 80; Powers, 2018; Twitty 

et al., 1967) 

 

Surprisingly, our data show little to no correlation between the amount of rainfall and newt 

deaths. Figures 16 and 17 show the correlation between rainfall and newt mortality for two 

seasons: 2020–2021 had the least amount of rainfall, while 2018–2019 had the most rainfall. We 

looked at three time slices: the survey date (D), previous date (D-1), and (D-2), because our 

surveys were performed bi-weekly and the newts found dead on the road could have died on any 

of the three days. 

 

  

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5f3d9069e5ec7573ec5d5c48/t/5f6b97997a5e897461542cf4/1600886701465/Chilleno+Valley+Newt+Brigade.pdf
https://nature.berkeley.edu/classes/es196/projects/1989final/ClaggettP_1989.pdf
https://www.oregonencyclopedia.org/articles/rough_skinned_newt/
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The 2020–2021 season had the least amount of YTD rainfall (11.67 inches). Figure 16 shows 

newt mortality versus amount of rainfall for three time slices: on the survey date (D), the 

previous date (D-1), two days prior (D-2), to take into account the three days between surveys. 

No significant correlation was found. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16. Correlation of Newt Mortality with Rainfall for 3 Time Slices (2020-2021) 
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The 2018–2019 season had the most YTD rainfall (24.9 inches – more than twice that of the 

2020-2021 season). Figure 17 shows newt mortality versus amount of rainfall for three time 

slices: on the survey date (D), the previous date (D-1), two days prior (D-2), to take into account 

the three days between surveys. No significant correlation was found. 

 

 

Figure 17. Correlation of Newt Mortality with Rainfall for 3 Time Slices (2018-2019) 
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Pacific Newt Mortality:  Rainy vs Non-rainy Days 
As stated above, the 2020–2021 season had the least amount of YTD rainfall of the four seasons 

we studied (11.7 inches). Figure 18 shows the number of dead newts found per month on days 

with and without rain for the 2020–2021 migration season. Of the total 4,939 dead newts for this 

season, 34.3% (1,696 / 4,939) were found on rainy days and 65.7% (3,243 / 4,939) were found 

on days with no rain. 

 

 

 
2020-2021 Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Totals 

Rain Days 8 11 12 5 8 0 0 44 

No-Rain Days 22 20 19 23 23 30 31 168 

Month TTL (in) 1 2 6 1 2 0 0 -- 

YTD TTL (in) 0.93 3.15 8.97 9.74 11.56 11.67 11.67 11.7 

Deaths-Rain 89 249 365 628 365 0 0 1,696 

Deaths-No Rain 49 588 811 1,039 503 236 17 3,243 

All Deaths 138 837 1,176 1,667 868 236 17 4,939 

Figure 18. Pacific Newt Mortality: Rain vs No Rain (2020-2021 Migration Season) 
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Figure 19 shows the number of dead newts found per month on days with and without rain for 

the 2019–2020 migration season. Of the 5,279 dead newts found during this season, 49.4% 

(2,609 / 5,279) were found on rainy days and 50.6% (2,670 / 5,279) were found on days with no 

rain. 

 

 
2019-2020 Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Totals 

Rain Days 5 23 12 2 17 7 8 74 

No-Rain Days 25 8 19 27 14 23 23 139 

Mnth TTL (in) 3 10 3 0 3 2 1 -- 

YTD TTL (in) 2.9 12.4 15.2 15.2 18.1 20.5 21.8 21.8 

Deaths-Rain 5 1,465 756 0 366 12 5 2,609 

Deaths-No Rain 0 225 1,318 904 123 96 4 2,670 

All Deaths 5 1,690 2,074 904 489 108 9 5,279 

Figure 19. Pacific Newt Mortality: Rain vs No Rain (2019-2020 Migration Season) 
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The 2018–2019 season had the largest amount of YTD rainfall (24.9 inches). Figure 20 shows 

the number of dead newts found per month on days with and without rain for the 2018-2019 

migration season. Of the 4,892 dead newts found during this season, 58.1% (2,844 / 4,892) were 

found on rainy days and 41.9% (2,048 / 4,892) were found on days with no rain. 

 

 
2018-2019 Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Totals 

Rain Days 7 10 14 17 18 6 0 72 

No-Rain Days 23 21 17 11 13 24 31 140 

Mnth TTL (in) 3.4 2.73 5.08 7.87 5.09 0.67 0 -- 

YTD TTL (in) 3.5 6.2 11.3 19.2 24.3 24.9 24.9 24.9 

Deaths-Rain 0 206 1,076 875 673 14 -- 2,844 

Deaths-No Rain 1 380 523 248 833 63 -- 2,048 

All Deaths 1 586 1,599 1,123 1,506 77 -- 4,892 

Figure 20. Pacific Newt Mortality: Rain vs No Rain (2018-2019 Migration Season) 
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High Mortality and No Rainfall 
We found some of the highest roadkill counts on days when there was no rainfall (or very little) 

on the same or previous date. This surprised us. Table 5 lists days with no rain and a roadkill 

count greater than 50 along with the rainfall amount for the survey date and three prior days (to 

take into account the three days between surveys). 

 

 
Table 5. High Mortality (Count > 50)  

on Days with No Rainfall 

  Roadkill Rainfall 

Date Count Survey Date (D) D-1 D-2 D-3 

12/19/18 51 0 0 0.51 1.15 

12/23/18 192 0 0 0 0 

12/31/18 137 0 0 0 0 

01/19/19 359 0 0 0.44 0.74 

01/28/19 117 0 0 0 0 

02/25/19 119 0 0 0 0 

03/14/19 165 0 0 0 0 

03/17/19 232 0 0 0 0 

04/10/19 55 0 0 0 0 

12/16/20 256 0 0 0.01 1.13 

12/20/20 106 0 0 0.01 0.38 

12/23/20 53 0 0 0 0 

01/06/21 73 0 0.01 0.30 0 

01/07/21 101 0 0 0.01 0.30 

01/09/21 96 0 0 0 0 

01/30/21 373 0 0.03 2.60 1.65 

02/04/21 162 0 0 0.46 0 

02/07/21 135 0 0 0 0 

02/10/21 224 0 0 0 0 

03/07/21 280 0 0.01 0.07 0 

03/17/21 50 0 0 0 0 

03/23/21 57 0 0 0 0 

03/24/21 78 0 0 0 0 

04/06/21 71 0 0 0 0 

TOTAL 3,542         
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In fact, during February 2020, the driest ever recorded in California, there were only two rainy 

days totaling 0.02 inches, yet 904 newts were found dead on the road (DOR) that month (Table 

6). These are important findings. If mitigations, such as road closures, are put into effect only on 

rainy nights, thousands of newts might be killed when there is little or no precipitation. 

 
Table 6. February 2020 

A Month of High Mortality with < 0.02 inches of Rain 

Date Count Rainfall Max Humidity Lo Temp Hi Temp 

02/01/20   0 94% 47.0 74.8 

02/02/20   0.01 98% 45.6 59.2 

02/03/20   0 71% 40.1 56.1 

02/04/20   0 64% 40.2 57.4 

02/05/20 329 0 82% 35.9 59.2 

02/06/20   0 90% 40.1 61.5 

02/07/20 104 0 94% 40.7 66.5 

02/08/20   0.01 98% 40.5 58.8 

02/09/20   0 93% 41.7 63.3 

02/10/20   0 75% 45.7 65.4 

02/11/20 265 0 85% 39.4 66.3 

02/12/20 81 0 93% 42.8 64.9 

02/13/20   0 93% 44.7 59.2 

02/14/20   0 93% 45.5 61.9 

02/15/20   0 92% 41.3 65.4 

02/16/20   0 92% 44.5 65.0 

02/17/20   0 97% 43.8 63.8 

02/18/20 90 0 80% 44.3 66.7 

02/19/20 29 0 85% 38.3 69.3 

02/20/20 6 0 88% 40.8 72.1 

02/21/20   0 79% 47.3 71.2 

02/22/20   0 84% 52.5 62.9 

02/23/20   0 90% 48.1 65.9 

02/24/20   0 93% 42.3 66.5 

02/25/20   0 92% 43.2 73.4 

02/26/20   0 69% 47.4 77.9 

02/27/20   0 90% 46.5 82.0 

02/28/20   0 92% 52.5 76.6 

02/29/20   0 93% 49.3 66.4 

TOTAL 904 0.02       
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High Mortality and No Rainfall – What Role Does Humidity Play? 
When there is no rainfall, it appears that high humidity might play a role in newt migrations. A 

significant number of surveys with high mortality and no rainfall had humidity readings in the 

ninety-percentile range within three days of the survey date, as shown in Table 7. 

 

Table 7. Humidity on High Mortality Days with No Rain 

  Roadkill Maximum Humidity 

Date Count Survey Date (D) D-1 D-2 D-3 

12/19/18 51 96% 94% 97% 97% 

12/23/18 192 87% 91% 94% 94% 

12/31/18 137 94% 95% 83% 67% 

01/19/19 359 95% 96% 96% 96% 

01/28/19 117 85% 74% 80% 84% 

02/25/19 119 89% 86% 82% 76% 

03/14/19 165 81% 79% 95% 93% 

03/17/19 232 86% 87% 79% 81% 

04/10/19 55 89% 91% 94% 95% 

12/16/20 256 91% 93% 97% 98% 

12/20/20 106 84% 87% 94% 96% 

12/23/20 53 81% 94% 91% 84% 

01/06/21 73 91% 98% 98% 98% 

01/07/21 101 95% 91% 98% 98% 

01/09/21 96 85% 92% 95% 91% 

01/30/21 373 93% 97% 97% 96% 

02/04/21 162 93% 95% 97% 93% 

02/07/21 135 88% 94% 92% 93% 

02/10/21 224 96% 93% 92% 88% 

03/07/21 280 87% 93% 91% 91% 

03/17/21 50 90% 92% 95% 94% 

03/23/21 57 88% 94% 92% 95% 

03/24/21 78 77% 88% 94% 92% 

04/06/21 71 87% 87% 92% 84% 

TOTAL 3,542         

Lowest   77% 74% 79% 67% 

Highest   96% 98% 98% 98% 

>= 90% Days 10 17 19 17 

All 24 42% 71% 79% 71% 
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How Temperature Affects Pacific Newt Migrations 
 

Pacific Newt Migration – Most Common Low & High Temperature Ranges 
Figure 21 shows the temperature ranges when most newts were found dead on the road (DOR). It 

appears that the most common low temperature range for migration is between 40 – 50o F and 

the most common high temperature range is between 55 – 65o F. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 21. Pacific Newt Migration: Most Common Low & High Temperature Ranges 
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High Mortality and No Rainfall – What Role Does Temperature Play? 
 

Table 8 shows the low and high temperatures for days with no rainfall. It is unclear what role, if 

any, temperature plays in newt migration when there is no rainfall.  

 

Table 8. Temperatures on High Mortality Days  

with No Rainfall 

  Temperatures 

  Roadkill Same Date Previous Date 

Date Count Lo Hi Lo Hi 

12/19/18 51 46.7 67.2 44.5 61.3 

12/23/18 192 46.1 62.3 46.3 64.5 

12/31/18 137 40.4 56.9 37.6 58.7 

01/19/19 359 51.3 72.9 51.3 65.1 

01/28/19 117 50.6 67.9 50.4 75.7 

02/25/19 119 46.2 56.6 43.1 61.6 

03/14/19 165 39.3 65.5 42.2 65.6 

03/17/19 232 45.6 78.9 43.6 72.6 

04/10/19 55 44.9 74.6 52.5 68.7 

12/16/20 256 40.1 60.4 40.4 60.7 

12/20/20 107 46.0 63.9 48.0 61.1 

12/23/20 53 41.5 59.4 45.2 60.8 

01/06/21 73 40.4 63.1 40.5 63.2 

01/07/21 101 40.7 63.5 40.4 63.1 

01/09/21 96 43.1 58.1 43.4 61.1 

01/30/21 359 45.1 62.8 43.1 61.3 

02/04/21 154 40.2 57.4 40.1 56.1 

02/07/21 134 40.7 66.5 40.1 61.5 

02/10/21 206 45.7 65.4 41.7 63.3 

02/13/21 468 44.7 59.2 42.8 64.9 

03/07/21 261 51.1 58.5 54.9 63.2 

TOTAL 3,589         

Lowest   39.3   37.6   

Highest     78.9   75.7 
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Newt Mortality and Low Temperatures 
 

It’s important to note that the weather service reports air temperatures, not ground temperatures. 

According to the National Weather Service, "if the thermometer is even just a few feet above 

ground, it may not give an accurate reading for frost. Because cool air sinks and the ground can 

quickly cool, the ground temperature on clear, still winter nights is invariably lower than the 

temperature only a few feet higher. Thus, frost can form even when a thermometer gives a 

reading in the upper 30's." (Habey)  

 

The only time we found no dead newts on the road during migration season was when there was 

frost on the ground and snow on nearby mountains. Amphibians try to avoid these freezing 

temperatures by hibernating underground or even underwater (Sherman, 2014).  

 

AmphibiaWeb states: “Rough-skinned newts migrate annually to and from their aquatic breeding 

sites. Migration occurs primarily in rainy weather when the temperature is >5º.” 

 

Other researchers have reported that amphibians do not migrate when temperatures fall below 

40°F (4.4°C). Our data do not support this: during the 2020-2021 migration season, there were 

37 calendar days with a temperature below 40oF (4.4oC), yet we recorded a roadkill count of 

1,092 on those days. We found no significant correlation between overnight low temperatures 

and newt migration (Figures 22 through 24). 

 

 
Figure 22. Pacific Newt Mortality vs Overnight Low Temperature (2020-2021) 

https://www.weather.gov/source/zhu/ZHU_Training_Page/fog_stuff/Dew_Frost/Dew_Frost.htm#:~:text=Q%3A%20Can%20frost%20occur%20at,dropped%20to%20the%20freezing%20mark
https://phinizycenter.org/frozen/
https://amphibiaweb.org/cgi/amphib_query?where-genus=Taricha&where-species=torosa&account=amphibiaweb
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During the 2019–2020 migration season, there were 13 calendar days with a temperature below 

40oF (4,4oC); 770 newts were found dead on the road on those days.  

 

 
Figure 23. Pacific Newt Mortality vs Overnight Low Temperature (2019-2020) 

 

During the 2018–2019 migration season, there were 21 calendar days with a temperature below 

40oF (4,4oC); 564 newts were found dead on the road on those days.  

 

 
Figure 24. Pacific Newt Mortality vs Overnight Low Temperature (2018-2019) 
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Pacific Newt Mortality & Traffic Patterns 

 
Who uses Alma Bridge Road? 
The following people use this road: residents, hikers, bikers, fishermen, boaters, equestrians, 

PG&E, Vulcan Materials Co., San Jose Water Co., Santa Clara County Parks rangers and 

maintenance crews, Midpen rangers, Los Gatos Rowing Club patrons, and UCSC Puma Project 

researchers. 

 

The northern half of Alma Bridge Road includes the following destinations: Los Gatos Creek 

trailhead, Lexington Reservoir dock and paved parking lot, unpaved parking lot over the dam 

and spillway, 3 Midpen open space trailheads, Vulcan Materials quarry road, Los Gatos Rowing 

Club dock and paved parking lot, Douglas B. Miller Memorial Point and paved parking lot, and 

many roadside pullouts. I therefore refer to the northern half of Alma Bridge Road as the 

“recreational” half, since most of the destinations are recreational in nature. Of course, residents 

might also use this northern part of the road to access Highway 17. We can’t say for certain 

without further research. 

 

The southern half of Alma Bridge Road includes the Santa Clara County Water facility and 

many residences (including those along Soda Springs Road), a large unpaved parking lot, and 

miles of roadside parking. For convenience I refer to this half of the road as “residential.” 

 

Alma Bridge Road provides both northern and southern access to Highway 17. The posted speed 

limit is 25 mph and 15 mph around curves. However, many motorists exceed these speed limits.  

 
Our Hypotheses about Traffic 
We have the following hypotheses, but we don’t have data to prove or disprove them. 

 

• Traffic has increased significantly at Lexington Reservoir in recent years due to increased 

use of recreational facilities and residential expansion in the area. 

• Traffic throughput is higher during commute hours. Rush-hour traffic by residents may 

be responsible for night time mortality, since the parks are closed at night and park 

visitors should not be using the road. 

• When hundreds of newts are migrating across the road, a single vehicle might kill dozens, 

if not hundreds of newts at a time. 

• The Covid-19 pandemic and associated business closures, lockdown orders, and 

associated increased use of parks have altered traffic patterns in the area since 3/2020. 

 
Daytime Traffic Tabulated for Two Seasons During Surveys 
In order to understand roadkill dynamics, it is essential to have accurate 24-hour traffic data. We 

didn’t have access to this data until late in the 2020-2021 season. Therefore, we collected our 

own traffic data, including number of cars, trucks, motorcycles, bicycles, parked vehicles, and 

foot traffic. These counts are just snapshots in time taken during our bi-weekly surveys. Also, 

these traffic data were collected during daylight hours, and since Pacific newts are mostly 

nocturnal, the vast majority of roadkill events probably occurred at night.  However, even with 

these limitations, we can still see some useful patterns. 

 

https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/pacific-newt-roadkill-lexington-reservoir/journal/45005-pacific-newt-roadkill-traffic-patterns-2019-2020
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Table 9 lists all traffic tabulated by our team for the 2019–2020 migration season during surveys. 

Table 9. Survey Traffic Count on Alma Bridge Rd. by Month  

(2019-2020 Migration Season) 

Month Surveys Hours 

Motor 

Vehicles 

Heavy 

Trucks Bikes Pedestrians 

Nov 2019 2 4 36 4 1 0 

Dec 2019 13 23 307 34 39 35 

Jan 2020 14 28 327 22 115 59 

Feb 2020 7 14 180 31 31 47 

Mar 2020 8 17 200 0 49 54 

Apr 2020 8 15 312 0 106 71 

TOTAL 52 101 1,362 91 341 266 

 
 

Table 10 lists all traffic tabulated by our team for the 2020–2021 migration season. Traffic data 

was not reported for 9 of the 84 total surveys. May 2021 traffic data is not included in the 

following chart for purposes of comparing month-to-month and year-to-year totals. 

Table 10. Survey Traffic Count on Alma Bridge Rd. by Month  

(2020–2021 Migration Season) 

Month Surveys Hours 

Motor 

Vehicles 

Heavy 

Trucks Bikes Pedestrians 

Nov 2020 4 9 268 16 33 32 

Dec 2020 14 38 1,010 40 296 187 

Jan 2021 18 49 1,626 11 503 414 

Feb 2021 15 38 1,235 24 323 277 

Mar 2021 12 27 1,027 24 125 95 

Apr 2021 6 11 324 11 28 28 

TOTAL: 69 172 5,399 126 1,308 1,033 

 

Table 11 compares daytime traffic for two seasons. The number of surveys and time in the field 

increased by 33% and 70% respectively. The percent increase in traffic shown in Table 11 was 

calculated after normalizing the data to vehicles (or pedestrians) per hour. 

Table 11. Traffic Comparison of Two Migration Seasons 

Season Surveys Hours 

Motor 

Vehicles 

Heavy 

Trucks Bikes Pedestrians 

2019–2020 52 101 1,362 91 341 266 

2020–2021 69 172 5,399 126 1,308 1,033 

% Increase 33% 70% 133% -19% 125% 128% 
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Daytime Traffic Throughput (Vehicles/Hour) 
 

Figures 25 and 26 show the traffic throughput for the north versus south side of Alma Bridge 

Road. 

  
Figure 25. Traffic Throughput: Vehicles Per Hour: North Side - Recreational (2020-2021) 

Was the increased traffic on the north side due to warmer weather or the Covid-19 pandemic and people’s 

need to get outdoors? Are spikes due to special events? These are questions for further research. 

  

Figure 26. Traffic Throughput: Vehicles Per Hour: South Side – Residential (2020–2021) 
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Analysis of 24-Hour Traffic Data for the 2020-2021 Migration Season 
 
Figure 27 reveals that there is a great deal of traffic between the hours of 6-9 am and very little 

between 10 pm – 5 am. There’s a huge drop at 10 am. Why? 

 

 
Figure 27. Traffic Time Slice Analysis, Alma Bridge Rd. (Nov 2020 – Mar 2021) 
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Figure 28 shows that January and March were the busiest months for traffic on Alma Bridge Rd. 

during the 2020-2021 newt migration season. 

 

 
Figure 28. Traffic Throughput by Month, Alma Bridge Rd. (Nov 2020 – Mar 2021 

 
Figure 29 shows that Saturday, Sunday, and Monday were the busiest days for traffic on Alma 

Bridge Rd. during the 2020-2021 newt migration season. 

 

 
Figure 29. Traffic Throughput by Day of the Week, Alma Bridge Rd. (Nov 2020 – Mar 2021) 
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Roadkill of Other Species 
 

Pacific newts are by far the most frequent roadkill victims on Alma Bridge Road: 95% (15,581 / 

16,401).  Nevertheless, over 820 observations of 101 other species of animals have also been 

killed on this road since December 2018 when we started tracking the non-newt roadkill we 

found during our surveys (Table 12). Here is the link to this project: Other Roadkill - Lexington 

Reservoir · iNaturalist 

 

Dr. Vonshak, an ecologist and entomologist, continued monitoring non-newt roadkill on Alma 

Bridge Road during the months of May through October 2020. She found some interesting 

seasonal patterns in her analysis of the data:  

 
• After newts, insect casualties were the highest – beetles and hymenopterans (bees and ants) were 

the most common roadkill organisms.  

• Some organisms were very common during the end of winter, disappeared later, and were 

replaced by others.  In the winter there were many earthworms, beetles, and Jerusalem crickets, 

for example, and also large millipedes. They were all gone later, and replaced by bees, ants, and 

many other insects.  

• In addition, in the winter months there were many reptiles and non-newt amphibians. Most snakes 

were found in January and February. The following reptile species were found: Western Fence 

Lizards, Aquatic Garter Snakes, Ring-necked Snakes, Sharp-tailed Snakes, one Coast Night 

Snake, skinks, whiptails, and alligator lizards. Among the other amphibians were frogs and toads, 

Arboreal Salamanders, Slender Salamanders, and one Ensatina.  

• Mammals found dead on the road include: Mule Deer, Striped Skunk, Broad-footed Mole, 

California Mouse, California Pocket Mouse, California Vole, Mouse-eared Bat, Eastern Gray 

Squirrel, Western Gray Squirrel, and other rodents that couldn’t be identified to species. 

 

Table 12. Roadkill of Other Species 

December 2018 - May 2021 

Taxa 
Roadkill 

Count 
Species % 

Insects 357 48 44% 

Myriapods (Centipedes & Millipedes) 183 8 22% 

Amphibians (not newts) 75 7 9% 

Reptiles 56 8 7% 

Mammals 37 11 5% 

Segmented Worms 26 2 3% 

Arachnids 21 7 3% 

Mollusks 17 2 2% 

Birds 12 7 1% 

Other 36 n/a 4% 

TOTAL 820 100 100% 

 

https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/other-roadkill-lexington-reservoir
https://www.inaturalist.org/projects/other-roadkill-lexington-reservoir
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SUMMARY 

 

Answers to Research Questions 
 

RQ1: How many newts are dying on Alma Bridge Road due to vehicle collisions? 

 

Over 15,580 Pacific newts have been killed by vehicle collisions on Alma Bridge Road at 

Lexington Reservoir since November 2017 (an average of over 5,000 newts per migration 

season). This is likely an underestimate, however, because researchers have found that small 

amphibians don’t remain on the road for long. These numbers are alarming, and they 

demonstrate the need for immediate protective measures. 

 

RQ2: Have any live newts been observed? 

 

Although newts are known to be most active during crepuscular hours (i.e., dawn and dusk) and 

at night, individuals have been observed to be active during the day. Our team and other 

naturalists have documented 164 live newts in the Lexington Reservoir area. This has 

conservation implications. For example, closing roads only on rainy nights might leave hundreds 

of newts susceptible to roadkill during the daytime. 

 

RQ3: What other creatures are being killed by vehicle collisions on Alma Bridge Road? 

 

Over 820 roadkill observations of 101 other species have been documented since January 2018. 

 

RQ4: When does newt migration begin at Lexington Reservoir? When does it end? 

 

The newt migration at Lexington Reservoir begins with the rainy season in mid to late 

November. It ends when the rainy season ends, in April or May. 

 

RQ5: Does the amount of rainfall determine how many newts are found dead on the road 

the following day? How do temperature and humidity affect newt migration? 

Newts are known to come out on rainy nights, and the community science data show high 

roadkill counts the morning after rains have occurred. However, it is a widely held 

misconception that newts only migrate on rainy nights. Our data also show high death tolls even 

when there has been no rain for three previous days. It is unclear what is causing this pattern, but 

these data suggest that perhaps there are other factors driving newt behavior and movement 

patterns. High humidity coupled with no rainfall may be one such factor. 

It’s important to note that in February 2020, there were only 2 days of rainfall (total 0.02 inches), 

yet 904 newt carcasses were found on the road that month. In fact, some of the highest roadkill 

numbers occurred on days when there was no rainfall at all. The only time we didn’t find dead 

newts on the road during migration season was when there was frost on the ground and snow on 

neighboring mountains. 
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Lohan (2020) found that drought conditions in combination with warmer air temperatures have 

had severe impacts on newt populations in southern California, and she predicts that populations 

in northern California could start showing similar trends. This makes monitoring and protecting 

our newt populations all the more important. 

 

RQ6: How long do the newt carcasses remain on the road? 

 

Members of our team have noticed that many newt carcasses disappear from the road in a 

relatively short amount of time (hours or days). Other researchers have reported that 80% of 

juvenile amphibians disappear from the road within 24 hours. This means we are under-reporting 

the actual number of deaths, possibly by a large percentage. This year Dr. Merav Vonshak 

conducted a study to determine how long carcasses remain on the road. The results of this very 

important study will be peer-reviewed and published in a separate document. 

 

 

Other Pacific Newt Road Mortality Sites 
Similar high mortality is probably taking place throughout the Santa Cruz Mountains wherever a 

road bisects the newts’ habitat. Following is a list of roads we know to have newt roadkill. The 

extent of the problem at these other sites is not known at this time. 

 

Limekiln Canyon Road (private road to Vulcan Quarry) 

Soda Springs Road (residential area) 

Montevina Road (other side of Highway 17) 

Hicks Road (along Guadalupe Reservoir) 

Gilroy Hot Springs Road (Henry Coe State Park) 
 

  

https://therevelator.org/california-newt-climate/
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Mitigation Options 
 

There are many possible solutions to the vehicle-caused road mortality at Lexington Reservoir, 

including drift fences, culverts, raised roadways, creating new breeding pools on Midpen land 

and relocating eggs, the use of shuttles in the northern section to reduce traffic to the Los Gatos 

Rowing Club, restricting traffic to residential and businesses only, or total road closure. The 

publication by Gunson, et al. (2016) is a good general reference for best mitigation practices. 

 

It is not our intention to recommend mitigating measures – we’ll leave that to the experts. In 

January 2020, representatives from the following agencies met to discuss mitigation and 

financing options:  

 

• California Department of Fish & Wildlife 

• Midpeninsula Open Space District (Midpen) 

• Peninsula Open Space Trust (POST)  

• Santa Clara County Parks  

• Santa Clara County (SCC) Roads and Airports 

• Santa Clara Valley Audubon Society (SCVAS) 

• Sierra Club – Loma Prieta Chapter 

• Valley Water  

• UC Davis – Road Ecology Center 

• US Geological Survey – Ecology 

On February 11, 2019 the Audubon Society and Sierra Club environmental advocates wrote a 

strongly worded letter to the Santa Clara Board of Supervisors requesting immediate action to 

address the massive roadkill problem on Alma Bridge Road, suggesting partial road closure. 

Santa Clara County Roads Dept., the agency that owns the road, refused to close the road, but 

agreed to post eight "Newt Crossing" signs. Those signs were not effective in reducing newt 

roadkill. The eight signs were posted by March 24, 2019. Since then, more than 9,580 newts 

have died from vehicle collisions on Alma Bridge Road. 

Between October 2020 and May 2021, SCC repaved Alma Bridge Road without implementing 

any protections for the newts. 

 

As of this date (June 5, 2021), no mitigations have been put in place to protect the newts!  

 

  

https://files.ontario.ca/bmp_herp_2016_final_final_resized.pdf
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COMMUNITY EDUCATION 

In an effort to educate the public about the stunning road mortality at Lexington Reservoir 

County Park, our team has written the following documents and online references. 

 

Krieger, Lisa M. “2,600 dead newts and counting: One citizen scientist’s quest to save a California amphibian” 

The Mercury News, 19 Feb. 2019, https://www.mercurynews.com/2019/02/19/2500-dead-

newts-and-counting-one-citizen-scientists-quest-to-save-a-california-amphibian/   

 

Parsons, Anne; Valtierra, Hector. “Traffic Is Driving A Newt Massacre in the Santa Cruz 

Mountains” Bay Nature, 6 Feb. 2019, https://baynature.org/2019/02/06/traffic-is-driving-a-

newt-massacre-in-the-santa-cruz-mountains/ 

 

Vonshak, Merav. “Newt Patrol” Bioblitz Club website, https://www.bioblitz.club/newts  

 

Wolny, Stacie. “Newt Patrol Tutorial” 2020–2021, 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/111Jdrnt_juRG6UP6TbQpVvRSOSrtd_6A/view 

 

Yap, Tiffany. “Re: Beatty Parking Area and Trail Connections” Center for Biological Diversity, 

11 Jan 2021, https://4f81b87a-f0a5-4d8f-93b9-

ca628f6c8f26.usrfiles.com/ugd/4f81b8_54b6d51d39474bacb766429103b68618.pdf 

 

Yap, Tiffany. “More must be done to protect newts” The Mercury News, 17 Feb. 2021, 

https://www.mercurynews.com/2021/02/17/letters-266/ 

 

Yap, Tiffany. “Santa Clara County Must Make Alma Bridge Road Safer for Wildlife” Bay 

Nature, 2 Mar. 2021, https://baynature.org/2021/03/02/santa-clara-county-must-make-alma-

bridge-road-safer-for-wildlife/ 

 

 

  

https://www.mercurynews.com/2019/02/19/2500-dead-newts-and-counting-one-citizen-scientists-quest-to-save-a-california-amphibian/
https://www.mercurynews.com/2019/02/19/2500-dead-newts-and-counting-one-citizen-scientists-quest-to-save-a-california-amphibian/
https://baynature.org/2019/02/06/traffic-is-driving-a-newt-massacre-in-the-santa-cruz-mountains/
https://baynature.org/2019/02/06/traffic-is-driving-a-newt-massacre-in-the-santa-cruz-mountains/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/111Jdrnt_juRG6UP6TbQpVvRSOSrtd_6A/view?usp=sharingv
https://drive.google.com/file/d/111Jdrnt_juRG6UP6TbQpVvRSOSrtd_6A/view
https://4f81b87a-f0a5-4d8f-93b9-ca628f6c8f26.usrfiles.com/ugd/4f81b8_54b6d51d39474bacb766429103b68618.pdf
https://4f81b87a-f0a5-4d8f-93b9-ca628f6c8f26.usrfiles.com/ugd/4f81b8_54b6d51d39474bacb766429103b68618.pdf
https://www.mercurynews.com/2021/02/17/letters-266/
https://baynature.org/2021/03/02/santa-clara-county-must-make-alma-bridge-road-safer-for-wildlife/
https://baynature.org/2021/03/02/santa-clara-county-must-make-alma-bridge-road-safer-for-wildlife/
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